
9 WAYS TO CREATE
RECURRING
REVENUE IN YOUR
BUSINESS 



Most entrepreneurs strive for freedom. 

The freedom to work whenever and wherever they like.

The freedom to generate income knowing they don't always have to turn up
everyday to run the show. 

It’s the ultimate dream.

However, many fail to make this a reality as they haven’t implemented the
right business model.

 The truth is, it doesn’t matter whether your business is 100% online, bricks
and mortar or service based – there is a new economy emerging.

Subscription models are opening up amazing new opportunities across all
industries, and the time has come to re-examine the way you do business.

In fact, Gartner predict that by 2023, 75% of organisations selling direct to
consumers will offer subscription services.



Subscription models are being used by the likes of Amazon, Apple and
Microsoft. It's likely that you have a subscription to your accounting
software and many other online business management tools. However,
big multinationals and SaaS (Software as a Service) companies are not the
only ones able to benefit from the recurring revenue of subscriptions.
These days we can buy a subscription for everything from cases of wine to
dog treats or home maintenance services! 

“It’s the best damn
business model in the
world… it’s got great
predictability for
planning, which helps
you as an entrepreneur
sleep at night.” 

 
2014, Mike McDerment, CEO and
co-founder of subscription
business freshbooks.com.

Businesses with recurring
revenue have a double
advantage. Not only do they
enjoy a steady, predictable
stream of income, this in
turn impacts the value of
the business. Why? Because
acquirers will pay a premium
for the predictability of the
income. If you are thinking
about your exit strategy, and
every business owner should
be, there are few things more
important than recurring
revenue.

[insert images here of
Amazon, Apple, Microsoft

logos]



Let's Get Started...

In this guide, we’ll outline 9 different
models to drive recurring revenue. 

As you read it, stop yourself from
thinking, “that would never work in
my industry”. Instead, choose to ask
the questions “How could this
model apply to my industry?” and
“What part of this model could I
borrow for my company?”

You'll discover that subscription
models can work in the most
unlikely of businesses and
industries. If you have an open
mind, it could change the way you
do business forever!
 



The Network
 Model
This is a subscription model that increases in value as more people
subscribe. Let’s take the telephone as an example. While it may be difficult
to imagine the days before telephones became commonplace, this was in
fact one of the earliest Network Model subscriptions. The use of the
telephone to early adopters was limited by literally having no one to call.
As the number of subscribers to the telephone service began to increase,
the network become more valuable for all subscribers.

The point of difference in the Network Model is that the users have a
vested interest in promoting the subscription: the more subscribers,
the greater the value for every individual.



WhatsApp messaging platform is
another example of a recurring
income model, the company
previously offered a minimal
subscription of one dollar a year,
giving users the ability to send
unlimited free messages over the
internet rather than paying a
mobile provider. While they
scrapped their subscription fee in
2016, at it's peak WhatsApp had
around 700 million users
worldwide and their yearly
revenue could be estimated at $US
700 million per year at that time.

In 2014 they were acquired by
Facebook for US$ 19 billion in one
of the biggest acquisitions the
company had made to date. While
their initial recurring income
model funded growth, insiders
have speculated that the rationale
of Facebook acquiring WhatsApp
was to access user’s behavioural
data and personal information. In
2020 WhatsApp users had grown
to 2 billion. A user database of that
magnitude is quite powerful to
own. No matter what the
intention, it’s clear that WhatsApp
was valuable asset for Facebook.



The Network Model Is Ideal When...

1. You have a product or service where the utility improves as more
people join. 

2. You can attract tech savvy customers and prospects. The more
socially connected your customers are, the faster your network will
grow. 

3. You can offer a standout experience that people feel compelled to
share. 

Focus your limited resources on
building a small, tightly defined
group of early adopters and build
from there. (You need subscribers
to build the network, but you need
a network to attract subscribers). 

The Network Model is best suited
to companies with a lot of capital,
or entrepreneurs skilled at raising
capital.
 

Insider
Tips



The Subscription
Box Model
This model involves shipping a curated package of goodies to your
subscribers each month. It’s best suited to products that invoke passion
in people. 

For example, if you’re a tea lover, you can subscribe to Tea Garden Co. for
a monthly or quarterly box of hand blended teas. They’ll introduce you to
tastes you may not even have thought of yet. Or if you’re a chocolate
connoisseur, bean.bar.you is a subscription service that curates a
monthly box of handmade chocolates from around the world and ships it
to your door. As they get to know you, they increase their ability to
personalise their selection according to your tastes. Where do we sign up?

https://teagarden.co/


For the coffee aficionados, a $25 subscription
to Three Thousand Thieves will introduce you
to a new Australian artisan roaster each
month. 

 Three Thousand Thieves articulates the
Subscription Box promise on their website,
“We allow the roaster to bring you the beans
they’re loving at this moment in time.” 

The company includes a story booklet and
custom shot flavour profile with every delivery
to add value to their customer’s experience. 

BarkBox caters for “dog parents”
(not simply dog owners) with a
$21 subscription. Based out of
NYC they provide a surprise box
of treats, toys and accessories,
thoughtfully crafted and each
item unique from anything they'll
ever send in a later box.

While sourcing anything is now
only a quick google search
away, the peril is discerning
whether you’re buying a good
quality product from a
reputable supplier. 

The attraction of the
Subscription Box model is the
personalised curation that
values your time by sifting out
inferior products. In the case of
BarkBox part of their value
proposition is that they  source
all their dog treats from US or
Canadian suppliers and ensure
everything is rawhide and
formaldehyde free.

(source: https://barkbox.com/)

https://www.threethousandthieves.com/
https://www.barkbox.com/


From beauty products to freshly baked goods, the subscription
(or surprise box) model is popping up everywhere

1. You have a passionate, clearly
defined market of customers.

2. You have an audience that
are seeking both convenience
and surprise

3. You have the ability to deal
with logistics and data when
shipping large volumes of
physical product.

4. The ability to source varied
products to provide customers
with unique items.

This Model Is Ideal When

Insider Tips

A large part of the subscription draw card is
the excitement of always finding something
new. Consider your ability to keep surprising
subscribers, month after month.

Don’t underestimate logistics and fulfilment
challenges. As you collect more data from
your subscribers, their expectation increases
that you will customise their experience
based on their preferences. This
exponentially grows the complexity of
fulfilment.



The 'All-You-Can-Eat' 
Library Model

This involves offering a buffet of digital content to subscribers. We also call it the
Content Subscription Model. The most widespread, successful examples of this
model include Netflix and Spotify. 

Other examples include ancestory.com, where you can gain access to a massive
library of content to help you piece together your family tree; GameFly (video
games); Scribd and Kindle Unlimited (e-books); and lynda.com (how-to courses). 

The All-You-Can-Eat Library Model can also be leveraged by small businesses. 

In 2012, Joshua Jacobo, a 28-year-old artist, set out to “democratise art
education” by creating a library of how-to classes led by real artists. He couldn’t
believe the cost of a good art education, even those taught by third-string
teachers. He also noted that access to art education was severely limited by
geography. 

Jacobo began his content subscription start-up with $70,000, he and his team
videoed lessons taught by the artists and posted them to the New Masters
Academy site. The business started with a $19 monthly subscription, and now
charges $39 for a standard membership and $49 for premium. The site now
boasts 1000+ hours of video lessons. 



1. Can create a library of content, both new
and evergreen. High quality content is key.

2. Have a niche that is highly engaged and
has a desire to learn or improve on
something. They may already be following
you via your blog or other social media
channels, and already consuming your free
content.

This Model Is Ideal When
you...

Take some time to explore the
different pricing strategies within
this subscription model to
understand what works best for
you. There is the 'freemium' model,
tiered pricing and varied access
model.

Successful operators sprinkle
enough new content into the
offering to keep subscribers loyal.
The foundation of their
membership is their “evergreen”
content.

You may need to give customers
an ultimatum: subscribe to the
entire library or lose access, to
prevent “cherry picking” by
subscribers. 

Insider Tips



This model offers access to something of limited supply on a membership or
subscription basis. You often find this model associated with private sporting
clubs (e.g. golf, tennis, etc) but can also be applied for business-to-business
companies. It’s about gaining long term buy in to limited resources for a higher
cost. 

Joe Polish was once a humble carpet cleaner. Polish now runs the Genius
Network®, which facilitates three idea sharing meet ups a year for
entrepreneurs, authors and innovators for an investment of $25,000 per year.
“It’s kind of like a wisdom network,” says Polish. “It’s where you find people who
have incredible wisdom to share.” 

Polish is now regarded as a highly influential thought leader and his Genius
Network attracts individuals who operate on average a $9 million revenue per
year business and who want to get their business to the next level, or "10x it",
as they like to say. This private club brings some serious industry players and
Polish aims to lure the brightest minds together to focus on deepening
personal and business relationships. Well known members of his group have
included Peter Diamandis, Verne Harnish and Dave Asprey. Speakers have
included Tony Robbins, Randi Zuckerberg, Robert Cialdini and Richard Branson
to name a few.

The Private Club Model



Harley-Davidson Owners Group
(HOG) is the world’s biggest, most
successful motorcycle club. The
initial buy in is your Harley-Davidson
motorbike, with an ongoing $45
annual subscription. 
 
Today the multilingual HOG insider
e-magazine regularly boasts a very
healthy open rate of 49%. In
addition,  62% of members have
attended an event, the HOG photo
upload App has 30,000 downloads
from Apple’s App store and best of
all... HOG members purchase 30%
of all new Harley-Davidson bikes
and spend more than double that of
non-members at dealerships.*

Since inception, 1
million Harley owners
joined HOG...an annual
$45 million injection
into the company.

Image source: https://www.harley-davidson.com/au/en/owners/hog/
* http://the-cma.com/case-studies/harley-owners-group-2/



The Private Club Model Is Ideal When...

 1. You have something of limited supply, almost always a
service or experience, that is in high demand among affluent
consumers.

2. You have a market of achievement-oriented “strivers” who
are always attracted to the greener grass on the other side.

The secret to making a private
club work is not offering á la
carte access. You need to force
customers to make a decision: if
they want access to something
truly rare, they must enter a
long-term relationship in order
to get it.
 

Insider
Tips



The Front-of-the-Line 
Subscription Model
This model involves selling priority access to a group of your customers.
It’s the queue jumping subscription. For example, salesforce.com
provides all it’s customers with basic level support via email with a two
business day turn-around. Those customers who require a faster
response time can subscribe to a monthly service plan. The “premiere”
package offers “mission critical” problems (as deemed by salesforce.com)
a one-hour turn-around time. The “mission critical success” package gives
a 15 minute response time, catering to businesses for whom a few
minutes of down-time equates to lost revenue.

Easily add an additional stream of recurring revenue to your
business while satisfying customer demands.



While the model was made popular by the software industry, it can be
used by any organisation with customers willing to pay to jump the
queue.  

Look at Amazon Prime, in Australia it offers a subscription of $6.99 per
year. You get free 2 day delivery on domestic purchases, free standard
delivery on items under $49, access to Prime Video, Prime Reading,
Prime Music and Twitch Prime plus early access to discounts and deals.
Amazon prime is one of the most successful subscription services in
history, and really all it does is offer people a better service level and a
savings on things that they already likely had the intent to buy.

Looking at a completely different industry, ThriveWorks, a counselling
and life coaching business offers an annual subscription for around
$99, allowing subscribers to jump to the front of the queue to see a
counsellor about a mental health issue or major life decision. 

The Front-of-the-Line Model Is Ideal When You Have...

A relatively complex product
or service.
Customers who aren’t overly
price sensitive.
Customers for whom waiting
in line can have serious or
costly consequences.

The Front-of-the-Line Model can be used in conjunction with other
subscription models to add an additional annuity stream of recurring
revenue.

To use this model, it’s important that you already have a good reputation for
the baseline service. 

Ensure you can separate your standard customers and special tier service
customers properly.

This model is particularly effective in small to medium sized businesses that
lack in-house resources to get their questions answered.
 

Insider
Tips



The Membership Website 
Model

The Membership Website Model allows you to offer exclusive access to your
niche expertise. Regardless of how obscure your knowledge, people may be
willing to pay for access to what you know. This subscription model involves
publishing your knowledge behind a pay wall. Subscribers get access to your
niche expertise including articles, videos, webinars and forum discussions.
The more diverse your methods of information delivery, the greater your
subscriber uptake is likely to be.



Here are a few interesting and diverse examples:

The Wood Whisper Guild

If woodwork is your thing, The Wood Whisper Guild is a great membership
site, a $129 subscription gives you access to Marc Spagnuoloto’s knowledge.
This site is set up as an online project-based woodworking school. Members
can learn at their own pace and become part of a community.

Dream of Italy

Another site popular for people seeking inside information, is Dream of Italy,
which covers travelling ‘off the beaten track’ in Italy. This is the brainchild of
Kathy McCabe, the American site owner, who grew up with an annual trip
back to her Italian homeland. She leverages the network of contacts (farmers,
restaurateurs, boutique hotel operators) she’s built to ensure a steady flow of
inside information about emerging Italian travel experiences. Kathy is likely to
be one of the first to hear of the opening of a new boutique hotel,
information she shares with her loyal subscribers.

SmartBlogger

There’s also SmartBlogger, a membership site designed to help people learn
how to start a blog and grown an audience. Members have access to high-
quality online courses as well as a range of tools and resources. Jon morrow,
the creator of the site has a truly inspirational story. He’s bound to a
wheelchair and can only move his eyes and lips, with all other parts of his
body a paralyzed, yet he’s been able to build his membership site income to
over $100,000 per month.

Aspiring Chefs and restaurateurs look to RestaurantOwner.com, for example,
to create profitable restaurants. Plumbers and Electricians build their
companies off the back of ContractorSelling.com.



Insider
Tips

This model is ideal when you have ...

1. A tightly defined niche market like ‘ambitious dance studio
owners’ or ‘woodworking enthusiasts’.

2. Ongoing insider information

3. Related products or services you can sell to your subscribers 

Business-to-business companies that
solve a real problem are the most
profitable Membership Websites. They
offer ‘must have’ information and
maintain forums that are constantly
evolving.
Most successful operators produce
content in multiple formats (video
interview, podcast, written transcript).
This accounts for subscriber preferences
and increases the chances the site will be
found by search engines (SEO).
Create ways to monetise your subscribers
through adjacent products and services
(conferences, coaching, courses).
Membership subscriptions are rarely a
company’s most profitable revenue
stream.

Insider
Tips

What do you know that other people want to know?
 

The Membership Website Model is most effective in a tightly
defined niche market, where experts are hard to find, and

members can gain from interacting with each other



The Simplifier Model
There many things we’d just rather not deal with in life.

Like replacing batteries in our alarm systems, mowing our lawns or
cleaning our windows. 

We just want our lives to be simple and stress-free.

This model involves converting your existing service into a contract to
provide your service on an ongoing basis. Your customers already know
they need your service regularly. You’re eliminating the need for them to
call you each time and book it in. 

You’re simplifying their life.

The Simplifier Subscription Model is best suited to personal
services and those who manage routine tasks. 



With a Hassle Free Homes monthly subscription, homeowners can have
their routine home maintenance to-do list taken care of. The
subscriptions are based on the size of your home, with a standard four-
bedroom home costing around $350 per month. Technicians run through
a 100-point inspection each month, ensuring everything from your smoke
alarm to your heating filter is in working order. Replacement parts are
included in your monthly subscription and are handled by the technician. 

Jim Vagonis started the company to help simplify home ownership. “The
owner wants to return from work, put their feet up, and enjoy their home
without the hassles of a daily to-do list,” he says. From a business
perspective, the Simplifier Subscription model offers Vagonis
predictability: “In January I can tell my guys how many hours I’ll need
them for in July.” His annual contract renewal rate is upwards of 90%.

Insider
Tips

Imagine you own a carpet cleaning company. Traditionally you do a job
for a client and then wait until your customer calls to book you in again.
With the Simplifier Model in mind, you set up a service contract where
you clean your customer's carpets on a predetermined schedule that
suits them. You’ve successfully achieved a source of recurring revenue for
your business. And your customer is happy they can remove carpet
cleaning from their “to-do” list. Win-win. 



This model is ideal when you have ...

1. A service your customers need on an ongoing basis.
2. A relatively affluent, time poor consumer base
3. A personal service business like pet grooming, massage, tutoring,
swimming pool care, window cleaning, etc.

Discover your Simplifier Subscription model
by interviewing your target customer and
establishing how you can take care of part
of their to-do list.

Set up a regular schedule for delivering
your service. Part of the value proposition
to the customer is that you will remember
to do the task so the customer doesn’t have
to.

A subscription service contract is ripe for
cross-selling and up-selling. Your customer
may need other services on a regular basis.
They already trust you. 

Insider
Tips

Make life easier for your customers so they don't have to
remember to schedule the service, deal with variable
payments, or worry about quality.



The Consumables Model
What kinds of things do you run out of regularly? Toilet paper, milk,
coffee, dog food?

The Consumables Model is a subscription to items you need to replenish
on a regular basis. The value proposition is simple: life is too short to
worry about mundane tasks like remembering to pick up toilet paper or
razor blades; subscribe and you’ll never run out. This is the go-to model
when there is no inherent enjoyment in shopping for the product you sell.
Consumable subscriptions are operating successfully for products as
varied as razor blades, dog food, nappies, toilet paper and toner
cartridges.

People will pay for convenience

As seen in the U.S,  Big Box “e-tailers” (e.g. Amazon, Target) offer
subscriptions for many consumables. In order to succeed against the
scale of Amazon and other giants, you need to clearly identify your points
of difference. Who Gives a Crap offers super-soft, 100% recycled toilet
paper and donates 50% of profits to build toilets in the developing world.
Their best value subscription is 48 double length rolls for $48 delivered,
on an adjustable schedule that suits the consumers need. They’ve added
tissues and paper towel to their range after consulting their subscriber
base. 



Most people have heard of the success of Dollar Shave Club. This is the
ultimate example of the consumables model. Their simple value
proposition being that name-brand razors were being sold for too much
at the stores. Using Dollar Shave Club people could access these everyday
items by getting them delivered to their door every month from as little
as $3. This was a real solution they were offering to customers. Then they
added extra pizazz by creating a truly unique customer experience
focusing on a ‘delight’ angle through packaging and creating an edgy, fun
brand. In 2015, they were purchased by Unilever for…wait for it…$1 billion
dollars!

To be competitive against Amazon and other Big Box
retailers, you need to brand what you sell as your own.
Name the product yourself even if you’re buying from a
supplier.
Don’t fight big retailers on points like price, delivery speed
and breadth of product. They’ll win. Give customers a
different reason to choose you. Entice customers to fall in
love with your brand through the experience you provide.
(Amazon also offers Subscribe & Save on virtually all of its
consumable products, essentially saying all consumable
products are now available via an Amazon subscription). 
Ensure a steady flow of supply. Either take control of the
manufacturing process or ensure you can access supply
when you need it.
Don’t underestimate the logistical challenge of fulfilling a
physical product or service for thousands of subscribers. 

Insider
Tips

This model is ideal when you have ...

1. Something to sell
consumers that naturally
runs out.

2. Something to offer that
is annoying to replenish.



The Peace of Mind Model
We all know life can be unpredictable.

Things break, the roof starts leaking, or your computer gets a virus.

How much would you pay to know you are covered in situations like this? 

To be sure that you can get help fast, or that you can avoid it happening in the
first place?

Peace of mind subscription for your loved ones

Companies like MePACS and VitalCall, offer a personal alarm device that can be
worn as a pendant or bracelet. The device is equipped with a button that you
can press when assistance is needed.  If the button is pressed, a response
operator will be able to speak to the person wearing the unit. This brings much
comfort to people that have elderly parents at home. Whilst you hope your
loved one won’t actually need to use it, it’s peace of mind knowing that it’s
there. The pricing involves the cost of the device and a monthly
subscription/monitoring plan.



Businesses also pay for peace of mind. CrashPlan, is a company that
provides cloud data backups, support and security options to smaller
businesses. Their value proposition is strong: people know how important
it is to perform data backups, but they simply don’t remember to do the
manual backups on a regular basis. This is where CrashPlan steps in to
ensure that your data is always safe.

Perhaps it involves their business, loved ones, pets, health or security. Is
this something that aligns with your business and could you offer it as a
subscription service? Helping to alleviate burden on people’s chests can
be rewarding on many levels.

What would bring peace of mind to your clients?

Now it’s time to think about your audience.

What are their fears and desires? 

What could help them on an ongoing basis to eliminate fear and bring
peace of mind?



 As technology and business models
change, so too does the opportunity
for the subscription economy. In some
cases applying a model to an industry
where ‘it has never been done before’
has resulted in dramatic results. 

Case Study: How a Florist set up a recurring revenue
stream

When you think of buying flowers it’s
usually grabbing a bunch from the florist,
or ordering online, usually for a special
occasion. But florist H Bloom took a
different approach.

They set up a subscription model targeted
hotels and spa businesses, who they knew
ordered flowers on a regular basis.

Their model enabled these businesses to
replenish their flower needs on an ongoing
basis. 

As a result they discovered their Customer
Lifetime Value which was $4524 USD versus
the average transaction at a florist of $29
USD. Having this model gave them a longer
tail of revenue. In addition, it meant less
wastage as there was now predictability of
sales - a transformation from the traditional
model for Florists.

THINK OUTSIDE 
THE BOX 



Caterpillar is a name we know for building tractors, engines and other
heavy machinery, and they've been around for over ninety years. Recently
they have started to shift priorities focusing on new digital technology
that can wrap around their core offerings. 

Caterpillars digital solutions are designed to help their customers become
more successful. They work hand in hand with their machinery.

Cat Connect technology has been set up to help customers monitor,
manage and enhance work on job sites. This suite of technology obtains
diagnostics and data from machines so that customers can monitor their
fleet and achieve objectives for their projects and job sites. Being able to
access this information on a subscription basis is allowing CAT customers
to maximise production, reduce costs or improve safety.

Case Study: Heavy machinery company Caterpillar
innovates through technology and creates a new
subscription model 



About Us

Exit Advisory Group helps entrepreneurs develop growth and exit strategies to
build value in their companies. We focus on the core drivers that have the biggest
impact on company worth. As a result, our clients create more profitable, efficient
and enjoyable businesses to own - that are less dependent on them. And, when
they choose to exit, they have options to unlock the wealth in their business and be
rewarded for their hard work.

Exit Advisory Group is a Certified Value Builder™ consultancy. We work with a
global community of advisors who are the world’s leading thinkers in building
company value.

If you would like to know more about how we help, feel free to get in touch:

www.exitadvisory.com.au
ask@exitadvisory.com.au
1300 133 540

As you can see virtually every kind of business - in almost any
industry, from Fortune 500’s to your local tradesperson – can
create at least some recurring revenue in their business.  It
requires you to look at your business from a few different angles,
and to be open to a new way of doing things. This could change
your life and your business forever. 

Now it’s your turn to think about what model could work in your
business! If you need help…please reach out.

Level 14, 275 Alfred St
North Sydney, NSW 2060

http://www.exitadvisory.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/exitadvisorygroup/?ref=br_rs
https://www.linkedin.com/in/business-sales-sydney/
https://www.instagram.com/exitadvisorygroup/
https://g.page/exitadvisorygroup?we
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ16bg2expmwNDbcHyjWCxw

